CROSSWORD
No. 15,577 Set by BRADMAN

ACROSS
1 Rush to get paper first in holiday accommodation maybe (9)
6 Records debate in which US doesn’t participate (5)
9 Poor woman happy to be in seaside location? (3,4)
10 Engineer to study electrical current after damage (7)
11 The member abandoning a unit (5)
12 Get rid of idiot, loth ultimately to show sign of penance (9)
14 Aussie animal to burrow in ground endlessly (3)
15 Author providing ideal end destroyed enemy (6,5)
17 Great search organised to find intruder (11)
19 Boat heads west in sort of canal (3)
20 One comes across wild folk invading territory (9)
22 Some complainer that’s disinclined to do anything (5)
24 Slant of glib talk by trendy Conservative (7)
26 Firm taking a gent inappropriately from the same family (7)
27 Mad king? Not the first leader of England in deep depression (5)
28 Feature of dishwashing to put fellow off (9)

DOWN
1 Country – it’s upset, having taken gamble (5)
2 Explosive megaton produced by machine (7)
3 Jerky old man aboard ship, up-to-date one, 100 (9)
4 Old natives in deep pit, involved with a sin that’s terrible (11)
5 Some damsel meandering in wood (3)
6 Greek party, endlessly sumptuous (5)
7 Ostentatiously display message disappointing those hoping to see musical? (4-3)
8 What sounds like cunning experiment is most trivial (9)
13 Something cheesy, funny act? One can’t stop smiling (8,3)
14 Where Aaron Lennon would play as one of the Blues? (5-4)
16 The German admits making mistake providing weapon (9)
18 Sailor carries sheep around in vehicle (7)
19 European in work unit set up explosive device (7)
21 Like Napoleon once on foreign island (5)
23 Time and time again includes a brief message (5)
25 Aim to be here (3)
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